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New radiative lifetimes of eight levels in Pr III have been measured using the time-resolved laser-induced
fluorescence method. A tunable frequency-doubled dye laser with 1-ns pulse duration was used to excite
selectively doubly ionized praseodymium in a laser-produced plasma. The experimental results agree generally
well with theoretical data, provided core-polarization effects are considered in the calculations in an adequate
way.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pr III, which is suspected to be present or has been ob-
served in different types of stars @1–4#, is very important in
astrophysics. An accurate and reliable knowledge of the
praseodymium content in chemically peculiar stars is indeed
needed to complete our knowledge of the abundance system-
atics, and to deduce, for these stars, a successful theory of
fractionation accounting for the available observations.

Atomic transition probabilities are a key parameter for a
determination of the chemical composition of the stars.
Available radiative data for the third spectrum of the rare-
earth elements are generally very fragmentary. This is related
to the complexity of the atomic configurations involved with
an unfilled 4 f shell, which renders accurate calculations ex-
tremely difficult ~relativity and correlation have to be consid-
ered simultaneously and in a detailed way! and also to the
difficulty to produce experimentally these doubly ionized
ions. With the increasing resolution and high signal-to-noise
spectra now available for many stars ~see, e.g., Refs. @5#,
@6#!, it is increasingly important to obtain more information
about the radiative parameters for the rare-earth atoms and
ions in general and for Pr III more specifically.

The first set of transition probabilities for Pr III was ob-
tained very recently by Palmeri et al. @7#. A Hartree–Fock
method with relativistic corrections ~HFR approach!, com-
bined with a least-squares fitting of the available experimen-
tal levels, including a number of newly determined values,
was used for the calculation of eigenfunctions and eigenval-
ues. Extensive configuration interaction and core-
polarization effects were introduced in the calculations. The
new f values were used to determine the chemical composi-
tion of the stars HD 101065 ~Przybylski’s star! and HD
141556 ~x Lupi!.

However, recent detailed comparisons between HFR the-
oretical data and experimental lifetimes in Er III @8# and
Tm III @9# showed that theoretical oscillator strengths of the
4 f -5d transitions may be affected by large uncertainties.
This results from the fact that the analytical core-polarization
corrections to the dipole operator as used in Ref. @7# are no
longer valid for 4 f -5d transitions. A correction procedure,
consisting in applying a scaling factor to the uncorrected
^4 f uru5d& radial matrix element, was successfully tested in

the cases of Er III @8#, Tm III @9#, Ce II @10#, and Yb IV @11#. It
is one of the purposes of the present paper to verify the
adequateness of this correction in the case of Pr III.

In order to provide reliable experimental f values and to
check the previous theoretical results @7#, lifetime measure-
ments in Pr III, performed with an accurate laser technique,
are most welcome. In the present paper, values for levels
involving excitation in the range between 58 000 and 65 000
cm21 were carried out at the vacuum ultraviolet ~VUV! labo-
ratory of the Lund Laser Center @12#, and are described in the
following sections. The new lifetimes are used in combina-
tion with theoretical branching ratios, in order to deduce a
new set of oscillator strengths in Pr III.

II. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

The ground electronic configuration of the Pr21 ion is
4 f 3. Through a two-step excitation from the ground state
4 f 3 4I9/2

o , radiative lifetimes of three excited states of the
4 f 5d2 configuration and five excited states of the 4 f 26p

configuration were measured using time-resolved laser-
induced fluorescence.

The Pr III levels, compiled at National Institute for Stan-
dards and Technology ~NIST! @13#, were taken from Sugar’s
analysis @14,15# with some additions and revisions made in

FIG. 1. Partial Grotrian diagram for Pr III, with transitions in-
volved in the present work.
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Refs. @16–18#. More recently, a new analysis of the Pr III

energy-level scheme was realized by Wyart and Palmeri @19#.
A partial energy-level scheme relevant to the present experi-
ment is shown in Fig. 1, and the excitation transitions and
detected fluorescence decay channels are indicated as well.
More details on the excitation for each individual level are
shown in Table I. For the first step, from the ground state, a
619.56-nm laser was utilized to excite the 5d 4H7/2 state,
which has a lifetime longer than 200 ns @7#. From this level,
in a second step, the selected upper levels of the 4 f 26p and
4 f 5d2 configurations were populated by a further short-
duration-pulse tunable UV laser.

The experimental setup used in the present experiment is
shown in Fig. 2. Two dye lasers ~Continuum ND-60!, which
operated on the 4-dicyanomethylene-2-methyl-6-p-
dimethylaminostyryl-4H-pyran ~DCM! dye, were pumped
separately by two neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum gar-
net ~Nd:YAG! lasers ~Continuum NY-82! ~lasers B and C in
Fig. 2!. One of the two dye lasers was tuned to 619.56 nm in
order to be used in the first step to excite the 4 f 2(3H) 5d
4H7/2 state at 16 135.97 cm21. Before being sent to pump the
second dye laser, the output from the second Nd:YAG laser

~laser C in Fig. 2! is shortened by a stimulated Brillouin
scattering pulse compressor to about 1 ns ~see technical de-
tails in Ref. @20#!. The output laser pulses from the dye laser,
which had a pulse duration of about 1.5 ns, were frequency
doubled in a potassium dihydrogen phosphate ~KDP! crystal
(2w), and sometimes further Raman shifted ~2w11S ,1S in-
dicating the first Stokes component! in hydrogen gas, to pro-
vide the tunable UV radiation for reaching the selected upper
levels of the second step. Another small Nd:YAG laser ~Con-
tinuum Surelite! ~laser A in Fig. 2!, which provided 10-ns
pulses of about 5-mJ energy at 532 nm, was employed to
perform the ablation on a praseodymium target. All three
Nd:YAG lasers were working in an external triggering mode,
and were triggered by two mutual connected Stanford Re-
search Systems Model 535 digital delay generators. This en-
ables the temporal synchronization of the two laser pulses for
the first and second step excitations, and also a free variation
of the delay time between the atomization and excitation
laser pulses. The ablation laser pulses were sent from the top
of the vacuum system through a glass window, and were
focused on a rotating metallic praseodymium target. A short
interval after the impinging of the pulse, the expanding

TABLE I. Pr III levels measured, and excitation schemes.

Levelsa
Energy
~cm21!

Excitation
lair ~nm!

Laser
modeb

Observed
lair ~nm!

4 f 2(4H4)6p1/2 J5
7
2 58158.1 237.90 2w1SS 335.94

4 f 2(4H4)6p1/2 J5
9
2 58174.1 237.81 2w1SS 335.76

4 f 2(4H4)6p3/2 J5
7
2 61605.7 219.70 2w 301.06

4 f (2F)5d2(3F) J5
9
2 62535.6 215.22 2w 314.35

4 f 2(3F2)6p1/2 J5
5
2 63576.3 210.72 2w 330.62

4 f (2F)5d2(3F) J5
9
2 64235.6 207.83 2w 300.74

4 f 2(3F3)6p1/2 J5
5
2 64401.0 207.13 2w 338.02

4 f (2F)5d2(3F) J5
5
2 64817.5 205.35 2w 333.33

aFrom Ref. @13#.
b2w means the frequency doubled in a KDP crystal and, eventually, Raman shifted ~SS indicates the second
Stokes component! in hydrogen gas.

FIG. 2. Schematic drawing
showing the experimental setup
used in this work.
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plasma was cooled down, with some of the doubly ionized
praseodymium ions remaining in the cold plasma. The exci-
tation beams were sent horizontally through this plasma
about 1 cm above the target surface. As the lasers were tuned
to the resonance frequencies, the designated upper levels
were populated through a two-step excitation. Fluorescence
photons in the spontaneous decay from the excited levels
were recorded by a detection system, which included a 5-in.
fused-silica lens, a 1

8-m monochromator ~resolution 6.4 nm/
mm!, and a Hamamatsu 1564U microchannel-plate ~MCP!
photomultiplier ~200-ps rise time!. The transient signals from
the MCP were captured by a Tektronix TDS 684B digital
oscilloscope 1-GHz bandwidth and a 5-GHz real-time sam-
pling rate! and transfered to an IBM PC, where an online
lifetime analysis was performed. The oscilloscope was trig-
gered from a Thorlabs SV2-FC photodiode ~120-ps rise time!
driven by the excitation beam. The temporal shape of the
excitation laser pulse was recorded with the fluorescence de-
tection system by inserting a metal rod into the excitation
beam, generating a scattering of the excitation laser radiation
into the monochromator. The lifetimes were evaluated by
fitting the recorded fluorescence signal with a convolution
between the recorded laser pulse and a pure exponential de-
cay ~see details in Ref. @21#!. Measurements under different
conditions were performed to avoid systematic errors.

About 10–20 curves were recorded for each level, and the
mean lifetime values were taken as the final results. The
quoted error bars reflect not only the random scattering of
different measurements, but also a conservative estimate of
the possible remaining systematic errors. The results are
shown in Table II, where a comparison with the theoretical
calculations is presented.

III. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

The Pr21 ion is a La-like ion and, consequently has three
valence electrons surrounding a Xe-like core. As a conse-
quence, intravalence and core-valence interactions should
both be taken into account for calculating the atomic struc-
ture. In practice, computer capabilities impose severe limita-

tions on the number of interacting configurations which can
be considered simultaneously in the model. An approach in
which most of the intravalence correlation is represented
within a configuration-interaction ~CI! scheme, while core-
valence correlation is described by a core-polarization model
potential with a core-penetration corrective term @22#, was
used by Palmeri et al. @7#, who introduced the relevant
corrections in the HFR equations @23#. CI was considered
among the configurations:

4 f 3
14 f 2np~n56,7!14 f nd2~n55,6!14 f ns2~n56,7!

14 f 5dns~n56,7!14 f 5dnd~n56,7!

14 f 2n f ~n55,6!14 f 6p2
14 f 6p7p

15d6s6p14 f 6s7s15d26p16s26p16p3

for the odd-parity configurations, and

4 f 2nd~n55,6,7 !14 f 2ns~n56,7,8 !14 f 5dnp~n56,7!

14 f 25g14 f 5d5 f 14 f 6snp~n56,7!15d3

15d26s15d26d15d6s2
15d6p2

16s6p2

for the even-parity configurations. To compute the atomic
orbitals and the radial integrals ~Eav , z, Fk, Gk, and Rk!, the
value of ad , the dipole polarizability, for the Pr51 ion was
chosen equal to 5.40a0

3 @24#. For the cutoff radius rc , a value

FIG. 3. Absolute value of the ratio between transition matrix
elements corrected by core-polarization effects (dpol) and uncor-
rected matrix elements (dnopol) of transitions not involving a 4 f

electron as a function of the absolute value of the uncorrected data.
The filled circles appearing in the figure correspond to the 57 tran-
sition arrays generated by the configurations listed in the text. They
are of the types 4 f 2nl-4 f 2n8l8, 4 f nln8l8-4 f nln9l9, and
nln8l8n9l9-n8l8n9l9n-l-, where nl, n8l8, n9l9, and n-l- are dif-
ferent from the 4 f orbital.

TABLE II. Experimental lifetimes and comparison with theoret-
ical ~HFR! results.

Lifetime ~ns!
Energya

~cm21! J Experiment
Theory

This workb Ref. @7#

58158.1 7
2 2.12~20! 2.06 2.25

58174.1 9
2 1.81~20! 1.71 1.95

61605.7 7
2 1.51~20! 1.75 1.97

62535.6 9
2 12~1! 8.23 26.99

63576.3 5
2 1.72~20! 1.68 1.91

64235.6 9
2 3.88~30! 3.37 5.17

64401.0 5
2 2.50~20! 2.85 3.35

64817.5 5
2 4.42~30! 3.45 5.12

aFrom Ref. @13#.
bHFR calculation with empirical correction for 4 f -5d transitions
~see the text!.
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of 1.67a0 was adopted. This value corresponds to the HFR
average value ^r& for the outermost core orbitals (5p6) of the
investigated valence configurations. Using a least-squares fit-
ting procedure, the effective interaction parameters ~a, b, g!
and the k-forbidden Fk and Gk integrals were adjusted to
obtain the best agreement between the calculated eigenvalues
and the observed energy levels taken from Refs. @13# and
@19#.

In the present calculation, the theoretical HFR method, as
described by Palmeri et al. @7#, was adopted with the same
set of configurations and also the same values for the polar-
izability and cutoff radius. However, the procedure was
modified in the following way. Detailed comparisons be-
tween theory and experiment in Er III @8# and Tm III @9#
showed that 4 f -5d transitions deserve special attention when
considering atomic structure calculations in lanthanides in
relation with the fact that 4 f electrons are deeply inbedded
inside the Xe core. An attempt to solve the problem, origi-
nating from the fact that the analytical core-polarization cor-
rections to the dipole operator as previously used are no
more valid, consists of applying a scaling factor to the un-
corrected ^4 f uru5d& radial matrix element. This factor can be
deduced from a curve showing the ratio between core-
polarization corrected (dpol) and uncorrected (dnopol) transi-
tion matrix elements for transitions not involving a 4 f elec-
tron as a function of the uncorrected matrix element. In fact,
the smooth curve derived by plotting udnopol2Du/udnopolu,
where D5udnopol2dpolu for transitions not involving a
4 f electron, is illustrated in Fig. 3. The filled circles
appearing in the figure correspond to the 57 transition
arrays generated by the configurations listed above. They are
of the types 4 f 2nl-4 f 2n8l8, 4 f nln8l8-4 f nln9l9, and
nln8l8n9l9-n8l8n9l9n-l-, where nl, n8l8, n9l9, and n-l-
are different from the 4 f orbital. This procedure was already

used with success in the cases of Er III @8#, Tm III @9#, Ce II

@10#, and Yb IV @11#. This correction, although empirical,
does provide a better agreement of theory with experiment
for the lifetimes and, consequently for the derived oscillator
strengths, particularly for the transitions involving 4 f -5d

matrix elements, the effects on the other types of transitions
being, in most cases, negligible.

IV. DISCUSSION

Transition probabilities or lifetimes in Pr III are very
sparse, the only published work available for comparison
being that of Palmeri et al. @7#. A comparison between the
new experimental data and the theoretical values obtained in
this work is presented in Table II. In the same table we also
give the values of the theoretical lifetimes as obtained previ-
ously in Ref. @7#. In fact, the experimental results are very
close to the HFR results, as obtained in the present work.
The fact that the differences between experiment and the
new HFR values are smaller than those obtained when com-
paring with the results obtained by Palmeri et al. @7# is due to
the consideration of the core-penetration effects in a more
realistic way in the present work. It appears that the mean
ratio between experimental and theoretical lifetimes is now
texp /ttheor51.0460.11 for seven levels ~excluding the level
at at 62 535.6 cm21 for which the discrepancy is somewhat
larger!, the experimental lifetimes being in most cases, in
agreement with the theoretical ones within the quoted uncer-
tainties. It also appears that some levels, and particularly the
level at 62 535.6 cm21, are extremely sensitive to a correct
consideration of the penetration contribution in the calcula-
tion of the line strengths.

Using the laser-induced fluorescence lifetimes obtained in
the present work and theoretical branching fractions deduced

TABLE III. Normalized oscillator strengths and transition probabilities for the intense (g f .0.5) lines
depopulating the levels for which lifetimes have been measured.

Upper levela Lower levela lb~Å! log gf gA (s21)

58158 ~o! 3.5 16136 ~e! 3.5 2378.974 20.19 8.06E108
58158 ~o! 3.5 28399 ~e! 3.5 3359.402 0.05 6.84E108
58158 ~o! 3.5 28885 ~e! 4.5 3415.145 20.15 4.31E108
58174 ~o! 4.5 12847 ~e! 4.5 2205.479 20.13 1.12E109
58174 ~o! 4.5 13352 ~e! 5.5 2230.351 0.14 2.00E109
58174 ~o! 4.5 28399 ~e! 3.5 3357.589 0.17 9.45E108
58174 ~o! 4.5 28721 ~e! 4.5 3394.215 20.30 3.13E108
58174 ~o! 4.5 28885 ~e! 4.5 3413.271 20.02 6.01E108
61606 ~o! 3.5 16516 ~e! 3.5 2217.120 20.14 8.04E108
61606 ~o! 3.5 28399 ~e! 3.5 3010.606 0.32 1.26E109
61606 ~o! 3.5 28885 ~e! 4.5 3055.298 20.06 5.13E108
63576 ~o! 2.5 18990 ~e! 3.5 2242.151 20.25 7.64E108
63576 ~o! 2.5 33338 ~e! 1.5 3306.156 20.07 5.33E108
63576 ~o! 2.5 33660 ~e! 2.5 3341.701 20.23 3.59E108
64236 ~o! 4.5 30995 ~e! 4.5 3007.451 20.37 3.78E108
64401 ~o! 2.5 34825 ~e! 3.5 3380.202 0.01 5.13E108

aFrom Ref. @13#. ~o! and ~e! stand for odd and even, respectively.
bCalculated in air from the levels given in Ref. @13#.
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within the framework of the new HFR calculation, it was
possible to derive a new set of normalized oscillator
strengths and transition probabilities for the lines depopulat-
ing the levels for which lifetimes have been measured. The
corresponding results are reported in Table III, where only
the most intense transitions (gA.108 s21) are quoted. More
detailed results will be available in the DREAM database at
the address http://www.umh.ac.be/;astro/dream.shtml.
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